Thermal analysis was used to study the oxidation and thermal degradation reaction of Yangquan coal. One method is that the coal was heated to a certain temperature and held at that temperature for 45 min; Another method is that coal was heated to a temperature and held for 45 min, then it was taken out and the new coal sample was re-put with other temperature's experiments.
Introduction
Coal can react with oxygen at a low-temperature. Of the 600 large scaled coal mines in China, more than 300 have the risk of coal spontaneous combustion [1] . There are still many ambiguities about the mechanism of oxidation reaction, especially at low-temperature oxidation kinetics. Thermal analysis technology is a method to research the physical or chemical reaction rate of material. Being able to be used in both isothermal and non-isothermal conditions, this technology is considered to have the advantages of being quick in analysis, simple in operation, and less in number of samples, and so on. So it has been greatly developed in the past half century [2] . In our study, we intend to use this method to research the process of coal spontaneous combustion so as to understanding the oxidation mechanism, providing a theoretical basis for simulating the process of coal spontaneous combustion.
Experiment and analysis

Experiment and results
The experiment was performed by using STA449c thermo analyzer under an oxidation atmosphere. Through carefully sieving and mortaring, the particles are reduced to less than 0.15mm. In order to make a comparative analysis, sand was used as referent material. The heating rate is 5 /min and oxygen flow is 20ml/min. Two sets of experiment are carried out. One method is that the samples were heated to 100 , 140 , 180 , and 220 , respectively, and held at that temperature for 45 min, then the TG curves under these temperatures were got (it was called continuous experiment). Another method is that samples were heated to 100 and held on for 45 minutes, then it were taken out and the new coal sample were put in and heated to 140 experiment (separated experiments), in this way the four TG curves were got. The curves and the conversion rate of two experiments are respectively shown in Table 1 and Figure1. (1) From Table1, conversion rate of the coal samples change greater between 100 and 140 under the two methods, which indicates the coal may have the moisture removed at this stage. Between180 and 220 , the quality of coal has increased significantly, which indicate the reaction got into the phase of weight gaining after 180 . There are different change characteristics with different experimental methods. Under certain temperature, the active ingredients of coal sample has been involved in some oxidation in continuous experiment and some unstable oxygen compounds were produced which existed in the coal molecules, therefore the mass changes slowly in the continuous experiment.
(2) There are different change degrees in the TG curves of two experiments. A reasonable explanation is that the diffusion resistance and the temperature gradient in the specimen have major influence on it. The reaction of samples endotherm or exotherm will deviate from the linear temperature of process. The greater the gas diffusion resistance is, the more significant changes degrees of TG curves are. The resistance of separated experiment is larger than the continuous experiment, so the degree of TG curve has more significant changes in the separated experiment.
(3) Along with temperature increasing, the most of coal samples will usually produce the phenomenon of weight gain on the oxygen condition, with an upward trend in the beginning of the TG curve, which shown coal samples had a reaction with oxygen. According to the theory of coal combustion, the product after the loss of volatile is called the residual carbon or carbon. As carbon combined with oxygen in pattern of chemical absorption, the gas molecules dissolved in the carbon lattice form a solid solution, which provide conditions for the combustion reaction of carbon [3] .
Kinetic model
The rate of heterogeneous solid-state reactions can be generally described by
The conversion rate a can be obtained from TG curves as
Where a is the conversion degree or fraction of material combusted; t the time; 0 w the initial mass; ∞ w the final mass; w the residual mass of the coal at time t ; T the temperature; A the Arrhenius parameter; E the activation energy; ( ) A problem with Eq. (4) is that it is not analytically solved. The function ( ) a g , however, can be expressed by some approximate equations. As many approximate results have been derived and still discussed [4] [5] , the numerical analysis method is used to get the solution, and Eq.(4) is integrated by using Coats-Redfen formula.
For different reaction mechanisms, the dynamics of integral function ( ) a g can be written as: 
Kinetic calculation and analysis
According to the decomposition process, the oxygen will be consumed and a small amount of gas was generated with the continuous reaction. The instability solid-state carbon-oxygen products were generated at the beginning, which performed the phase of weight increasing in the TG curve. With gradually reactants decrease, lots of gaseous oxidation products were released and the energy increased with the burning completely. The dates of a and T were selected from different temperature ranges and the different function mechanisms were applied to analysis, then the plots of ( )
versus T 1 were got. Here n =1, n =0, n =2 were selected to analysis its function mechanism. The following are the plots of experiments were calculated, which was shown in Table 2 . It was known that: (1) The reactions are all the first-order in two types experiment at different temperatures and the correlation coefficient are greater than 0.98. Along with the increasing, of oxidation degree, the activation energy with which coal continues to oxidation also increases.
(2) Table 2 indicates that the activation energy of continuous experiment is larger than the other after 180 . A reasonable explanation is reported that Yangquan coal has a process of water losing before 140 . Because coal samples have been contacted with oxygen, the process of oxygen adsorption and desorption takes place, and adsorption is in a larger proportion (Figure 1) . The active ingredients can be involved in partial oxidation with the previous temperature of the continuous experiment, so it requires very little energy to go on the follow-up process. However, the oxygen reaction has a larger proportion after the 180 . Along with the early lost of moisture, the external hole had opened, and then oxygen is adsorbed by reactive molecules. With the temperature increasing, oxygen diffusion and chemical reactions take place. For continuous experiments, there is a constant temperature stage after water losing. It is a failure to timely contact with oxygen, or the coal-hole may be blocked by residual water condensation.
(3) When coal contacted with oxygen, it has a adsorption and desorption process on the surface, but in different stages it has different weights. With temperature increasing and reaching a certain value of energy, the coal goes on the follow-up process. So the oxidation of coal is a multi-step, and it may be accompanied by oxygen absorption and desorption and mutual promote process. By means of studying on the mechanism of coal oxidation, it can be clearly identified to the oxidation process, and the ways to prevent spontaneous combustion can be obtained.
Conclusions
(1) There are different quality change ranges in different experimental methods. The consecutive experiments change smaller, which illustrate that the active ingredients of coal sample has been involved in some oxidation at certain temperature and unstable oxygen compounds were produced which existed in the coal molecules.
(2)There are different change degrees in TG curves of two types experiment. The reaction of samples endotherm or exotherm will deviate from the linear temperature of process. The greater the gas diffusion resistance is, the more significant changes of the TG curves are.
(3) The coal oxygenolysis belongs to the first-order of chemical reaction, and the activation energy of coal increases along with the process of coal reaction.
(4) The reaction of coal is a very complex process, which is along with the oxygen adsorption and desorption. When the heat released from adsorption and chemical reaction exceeds the required, the reaction enters into the (1) The reactions are all the first-order in two types experiment at different temperatures and the correlation coefficient are greater than 0.98. Along with the increasing, of oxidation degree, the activation energy with which follow-up stage. Based on the kinetic analysis, the oxidation reaction is a process which mutual promote and connect.
